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Viewport
data access accelerator
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What is ViewPort?

ViewPort connects data users. It 

leverages social feedback tools –

commenting, ratings, sharing – to 

help foster an ecosystem of data 

use. Have a question? Ask the 

crowd. Need the best report fast? 

Sort by a star rating. 

Users often need the same set of 

reports over and over again. 

Create and share virtual binders 

of information. Put together 

visualizations, documents, videos, 

and more into easy to use digital 

notebooks.

Create a data community Make data composites

ViewPort is a customizable accelerator and toolkit that allows Slalom to help you 

craft a personalized home for all your data, analytics, and reports – across 

formats, platforms, and sources.

Single source of truth

Tie in information and dashboards 

from all your data sources and 

visualization platforms. ViewPort 

provides powerful search that 

spans platforms and files.

Great for executives who are used to 

seeing their reports in a certain 

fashion, or meetings that have a 

repeated agenda around the same 

charts and reports.

Tweak refiners on dashboards to 

showcase just the right data and 

give the impression you want.

Helps business groups using 

multiple different visualization tools 

share key analytics insights easier, 

quicker, and more actionably.
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Drive traffic to the 

latest and best info 

by promoting 

content or target 

news based on 

audience 

Give users fast access 

to view or share their 

favorite items from 

multiple platforms or 

sources.

Secure forums:

start conversations

on insight or ask the 

right people for 

answers.

What can you do with ViewPort?

As your company creates more ways to view data, users can become overwhelmed with the amount of reports, visualizations, 

spreadsheets, or other items needed to do their jobs effectively. ViewPort puts all this information in a single location where users 

can stay informed and find the information they need quickly.    
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Drill into your 

search with 

dynamic and 

customizable 

refiners

Search a curated 

catalog of data, 

reports, and stories 

Like what you’ve 

found? Add it to 

your favorites, share 

it, or like it to 

indicate its potential 

value to others

Shop for Data
Your users already know how to shop, so let them shop for the data that fits them perfectly. ViewPort lets users quickly search 

for reports, documents, spreadsheets, or other curated items by keywords. Customizable refiners help users get to information

they need quickly across multiple platforms. 
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Access 

information 

without losing 

your place. 

Users can interact 

with multiple data 

visualization 

platforms using 

common 

navigation and 

social tools 

Drive adoption and action.

Favorite

dashboards to 

stay up to date 

with changes

Drive adoption 

by making 

sharing easy

How much of your day do you spend switching back and forth between visualizations, spreadsheets or other applications? ViewPort 

makes that all available from a single location, then amps up the experience by adding a slew of options to make it easier to keep using 

the  best information .
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• Embedded discussions and chat let you 

start a community around every visualization.

Community and Help

• Provide users with training resources, from 

documents to video walkthroughs.

We’re all in this together. ViewPort can help make sure you get the most out of any report, dashboard, or spreadsheet. It 

allows users to easily access documents or videos on how to best use an item. If that doesn’t do it, each report has 

discussions and chat built it so you can easily ask questions of the report author or other people who use the data. (This is a 

great way to provide feedback to keep reports evolving and fresh.)
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Bind your information into books

Create and share virtual 

binders of information. Tie 

together visualizations, 

documents, videos, and 

more into easy to use 

digital notebooks

Many times, a single report only tells part of the story. ViewPort allows you to compile reports, dashboards, spreadsheets, 

(and just about anything else), into savable, customizable, shareable “books”. Great for driving a meeting or sharing a 

custom report that spans platforms.
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